REGULATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE DOCTORAL SCHOOL EDUCATION,
REFLECTION, DEVELOPMENT

Article 1
(1) Admission to doctoral university studies in the field of Educational Sciences is made on the
basis of a competition organized by UBB, through FDI and SDERD in accordance with the
framework methodology
on the organization of admission in higher education institutions in Romania, developed annually
by the relevant ministry and with the UBB's own regulations.
(2) The admission to doctoral university studies is made in one or two annual sessions, carried
out before the beginning of the academic year, and the enrollment of doctoral students is made
starting with the first day of the academic year.
(3) Only graduates of university studies with a master's degree or equivalent shall have the right
to participate in the competition for admission to doctoral studies in Educational Sciences. The
diploma of graduation or bachelor's degree of long-term higher education graduates from the
period prior to the application of the three Bologna cycles is equivalent to the diploma of
master's degree studies in the specialty.
(4) Persons who possess the necessary qualifications and who have the appropriate financial
resources (either from their own sources or from scholarships granted by natural or legal
persons), may be admitted, at their request and following the promotion of the doctoral
admission competition, as doctoral students for a fee.
(5) Citizens of the Member States of the European Union, of the states belonging to the
European Economic Area or of the Swiss Confederation have access to doctoral studies in
Education Sciences under the same conditions as those provided by normative acts for Romanian
citizens, including fees ( the fee for the admission competition, the study fee, the fee for
defending the doctoral thesis).

Article 2
(1) The registration for the competition for admission to doctoral university studies in Education
Sciences can be done regardless of the field in which the candidate obtained the bachelor's and
master's degree. (2) The CSUD director together with the FDI secretariat shall specify the
documents necessary for registration for the doctoral admission competition.
(3) In consultation with the ȘDERD council, the titular doctoral supervisors establish, in detail
and at least 2 months before the date of the admission competition, the evaluation criteria of the
candidates and the selection criteria of the candidates for the places offered by them in the
competition. admission. These criteria will be communicated in writing to FDI and made public
through the most varied and accessible means possible, including the Internet.

(4) It is prohibited, under the sanction of the law, that through the criteria of evaluation of
candidates and those of selection of candidates, any form of direct or indirect discrimination
between candidates for doctoral studies be promoted.
(5) On the occasion of enrolling in an admission competition, the candidate for doctoral studies
in the field of Education Sciences chooses a doctoral supervisor, from those doctoral supervisors
in UBB Education Sciences who offer doctoral student places for that competition admission,
and compete for a seat in that driver. In case of success, that doctoral supervisor will coordinate
the doctoral studies of the respective candidate within ȘDERD.

Article 3
(1) In the field of Educational Sciences, the doctoral admission competition consists of two tests:
a) a specialized test, in writing or orally, at the decision and on the basis of a topic announced by
the doctoral supervisor, with the agreement of the ȘDERD council, with at least two months
before the date of the admission competition; b) an interview in which the scientific concerns of
the candidate, his research skills and the proposed topic for the doctoral thesis are analyzed.
(2) In special conditions (state of emergency / state of alert / other special situations), at the
proposal of SDERD and with the approval of CSUD, the competition tests can also take place by
videoconference, the admitted candidates will travel to the SDERD headquarters in order to
admission to the doctoral program before the enrollment date (beginning of the academic year).
(3) The admission commission consists of the doctoral supervisor, who offered the position of
doctoral student for admission, and at least 2 other specialists from UBB who have at least the
position of associate professor or second degree scientific researcher. The chairman of the
admission commission is the doctoral supervisor. The admission commissions are proposed by
the ȘDERD Councils and are approved by the CSUD director.
() For each specialized test, the commission awards a grade between 1 and 10, the average of
these grades being the grade obtained by the candidate in the admission competition. Candidates
who have obtained a minimum average of 8 will be declared admitted, in descending order of the
averages obtained and within the limits of the places put up for competition.
(5) After the evaluation of the tests (made on the basis of the established evaluation criteria), the
admission commission nominates, on the basis of the established selection criteria, the candidate
who is to occupy the position of doctoral student put up for competition. This candidate will be
able to be registered on the respective place only after obtaining the favorable opinion of the
ȘDERD Council.
(6) ȘDERD ensures the transparency of the evaluation and selection procedures of the candidates
for doctoral admission on the places offered by the titular doctoral supervisors and guarantees the
access to this information, including by publishing on the Internet and by other means of
information (brochures, posters etc. ).

(7) The Director of ȘDERD is responsible for the good development of the admission contest, in
the conditions of the observance of the norms of quality, of university ethics and of the
legislation in force.

